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Electronics and Telecommunication Department, JSCOE has organized Alumni Meet on 

“Future of E&TC after Covid-19 Crisis” on 2
nd

  May  2020.The session started around 

7:00 PM- 9:00 PM on Zoom  Meeting . The Meet was attended by 6 alumni and total 80 

participants where present. 

Agenda of meet was:          

1. Future of E&TC after Covid 19 crisis. 

2. Demand of Coding skills after Covid-19 

3. Importance good new technology in E&TC to combat these challenges.  

The session commenced with a brief introduction of the invitees was done by Prof 

D.G.Ingale followed by Dr. C.A.Manjare, H.O.D [E&TC], she gave a briefing on 

E&TC department activities and Placement of the Department. Dr.Rajendra Kanphade, 

Principal, JSCOE also highlighted activities in the institute and also appreciate the 

efforts being done by the Alumni for the development of our society and justifying the 

years spent by them at this esteemed institution. 

The following alumni interactions were done for the improvement of education, quality 

& growth of the department. 

1. Anant Shinde : PhD Nanyang Tech Singapore and currently working as Post 

doc fellow  Boston, USA discussed how to file a patent , research work and hand 

wash detection. 

 

2. Tapan Savalia: EMI/EMC for Automotive, Industrial, Defense and Aerospace 

Working at Complus Systems Pvt. Ltd discussed about the demands of electric 

vehicle, how life after Covid will adapt to work from home and emphasizes on 

different languages like PHP, JAVA, Python, machine learning and 

Electromagnetics immunity.   

  

3. Vishal Kamathe: QA Tech Lead, Whirlpool Asia LLP discussed on how to  

develop communication skills and gave an information about Duolingo app. He 

suggested guru99 website to learn basics languages like C,C++,JAVA. He 

motivated the students instead of recession, demands for technical strong people 

will always be there. 



4. Kuldee Tekale : Sr. Technical support Engineer, Tata Communications 

discussed about GTL leading Infrastructure Services company focused on 

telecom. In the telecom segment the company provides Network Services to 

Telecom Operators, OEM’s and Tower Companies. In this E&TC students are 

having high demand. 

 

5. Praveen Nagre: Senior Lead - Information Security, Collabera technology Pvt 

Ltd. discussed how to develop technical as well as communication skills. Students 

should focus on ethical hacking and not to bunk the classes in college life. 

 

6. Swapnil Sonawani: Branding Executive in VIVO CAMERA & MUSIC at 

Bangalore discussed about Automation, Embedded system & SWOT Analysis. 

He also discussed about the project selection and online courses. 

Each alumnus shared a glimpse of his journey from graduation day till the meeting of 

their goals in life. The alumni emphasized the importance of certifications that assisted 

them in their journey after graduation into the industry. They also suggested everyone 

should develop a reading habit & watching English movies which helps in keeping up-to-

date with the business world and improve the communication skills.  

They also informed about the courses in demands like networking, Python, JAVA, 

Machine learning, PHP and opportunities in Automation.  

The alumni also shared their experiences in their college days and their journey from 

student to the present. The primary motive of the session was to give Final Year students 

an opportunity to interact with their seniors who have entered the world of work and get 

their views on the challenges they would face when they graduate and how they should 

prepare themselves. 

In the Question Answer session the students posed queries related to career 

opportunities, higher studies, placement preparation and Certification Courses to be 

joined. Students also inquired about the  Machine learning languages and demand of 

Python languages .Most of the student ask how to file a patent of their work .Students 

also came up front with the demand of networking technology in industries . The alumni 

gave several valuable tips and pieces of advice to the students. 

The session concluded by vote of thanks by Alumni Coordinator Prof S.M.Hambarde 

and a request to the alumni, to remain connected with the institution. The Alumni were 

more than happy to help and associate with the College in any way. This interaction will 

be definitely beneficial to the students in shaping their careers. 

We appreciate this idea of Alumni Meet, which creates a special bonding between the 

students who have passed out & who have established themselves already in the big, 

outside world. 

 

 



 

OUR OBJECTIVE: 

 To build a bridge between college life and career life, so as introduce present 

students to the professional world and to make them proactive to face the challenges 

that may emerge in their career path. 

 To provide job opportunities to fresh bachelors through references of professionals. 

 To conduct orientation and training programs to students on various topics to 

enhance their skills. 

 To create awareness among students about the scope of their subject in the 

professional world. 

 To provide a platform for students to develop their qualities. 
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